Learn: Ghost Hunting

Library Books & Materials

**Ghost-hunting**
by Zak Bagans
A paranormal investigator, star and executive producer of the Travel Channel’s hit series Ghost Adventures, taking readers into the supernatural world, provides expert advice for studying a wide range of paranormal activity.

**The everything ghost hunting book: tips, tools, and techniques for exploring the supernatural world**
by Melissa Martin Ellis
With expert advice on everything from picking a haunted location to setting up cameras and dealing with unwieldy ghosts, The Everything Ghost Hunting Book, 2nd Edition shows you how today’s investigators use the tools of modern science to study a wide range of paranormal activity.

**Ghost hunting for beginners: everything you need to know to get started**
by Rich Newman
If you’re one of the fans of ghost hunting TV shows, itching to get off the couch and track some spirits on your own, this book provides everything you need to know to conduct a successful paranormal investigation.

Library Books & Materials

**Monster hunters: on the trail with ghost hunters, bigfooters, ufologists, and other paranormal investigators**
by Tea Krulos
“Journalist Tea Krulos joins paranormal investigators in the field as they explore haunted houses, trek through creepy forests in search of Bigfoot, scan the skies for UFOs, and more. Along the way, he meets a diverse cast of characters--true believers, skeptics, and hoaxers--from the credible to the quirky.”

**Paranormal America: ghost encounters, UFO sightings, Bigfoot hunts, and other curiosities in religion and culture**
by Christopher Bader
A significant number of Americans spend their weekends at UFO conventions hearing whispers of government cover-ups, at New Age gatherings learning the keys to enlightenment, or ambling around historical downtowns learning about resident ghosts.

Community Resources

- Oklahoma Paranormal Society - (405) 482-1011
- Investigating Oklahoma’s Paranormal (IOKP)